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DOG CONTROL REGULATIONS

I. REFERENCES
   A. Health and Safety Code Division 3, Chapter 3
   B. San Diego Municipal Code, Section 44.0300
   C. UCSD Policy and Procedure Manual (PPM)
      516-5.0 Safety
      516-7.0 Animal Care

II. POLICY

   In the interest of health, safety and the reduction of nuisance as well as conforming with the State of California Rabies Control Regulations, the State of California Health and Safety Code and the City of San Diego's "Leash Law," the following policy for control of dogs on campus is effective immediately:

   A. Any dog on campus must be under the direct control of a person capable of controlling and actually controlling the dog by means of a hand held leash not exceeding six feet in length. If a dog is not controlled in this specific manner, it shall be classified as "At Large."

   B. Any dog on campus must have a valid County or City license attached to its collar.

   C. Dogs are not permitted in any classroom or teaching laboratory, even though leashed and licensed, with the following exceptions:
      1. A seeing-eye dog serving an owner.
      2. University-owned dogs undergoing research applications.

III. PROCEDURES

   A. For Assistance with these Regulations

      Persons observing violations of these regulations, persons involved in dog bites or having other problems involving animal control at UCSD may call these offices for assistance.

      Monday through Friday during the Academic Year:

      Animal Control Office, Ext. 3644, 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM
All other times:

Campus Police, Ext. 4357

B. Enforcement of the Regulations

1. Any person in violation of City Dog Control Regulations will be subject to citation under these codes and the citations will be processed through the courts. These violations are described in Section II. A. and B.

2. Campus Policies
   
a. Any "At Large" dog not in the vicinity of its owner will be picked up and turned over to the San Diego County Department of Animal Control by a representative of one of the above offices. See Exhibit A.

   b. When an "At Large" dog is claimed by a nearby person, the officer will inform the owner of the campus policy and record the owner's name on a Notice of Violation form which will be reported to either the Vice Chancellor-Administration, the Vice Chancellor-Academic Affairs, or the Vice Chancellor-Student Affairs as appropriate. See Exhibit A.

   c. Dogs in classrooms or teaching laboratories

      1. Any unclaimed dog will be picked up and turned over to the San Diego County Department of Animal Control.

      2. Any unclaimed dog will require informing the owner of the campus regulations and the recording of the owner's name for reporting to the appropriate Vice Chancellor.

IV. RESPONSIBILITY

It shall be the responsibility of all UCSD faculty, staff and students to comply with these regulations.
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EXHIBIT A

NOTICE OF VIOLATION
ANIMAL CONTROL - UCSD

DATE ________________________

PERSON

NAME ________________________

ADDRESS ________________________

I. D. No. ________________________

COLLEGE OR DEP'T. ________________________

STUDENT STAFF ________________ EXTENSION VISITOR ________________ STUDENT-EMPLOYEE ________________ ACADEMIC ________________

(CIRCLE ONE)

VIOLATION ________________________

PLACE ________________________

TIME ________________________

REMARKS ________________________

______________________________

SIGNATURE OF OWNER

______________________________

TAKEN TO S.D. COUNTY ANIMAL SHELTER ________________ TIME LEFT ________________ TIME RETURN ________________

TAG No. ________________ KENNEL No. ________________

______________________________

UCSD ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER

______________________________

RECEIVED BY SAN DIEGO COUNTY ANIMAL CONTROL

FORM No. AC1 5/77